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Summary. Explicit and directly verifiable nonlocal conditions for the existence
of a statically admissible stress field in an ideal plane body that does not support
tension in the absence of body forces are presented. These conditions are sufficient
for nonconvex bodies and become necessary and sufficient restricting to convex bodies
and to loads dilferent from zero at any point of the boundary.

1. Introduction. Masonry structures exhibit a sharp difference in resistance if com-
pressed or pulled. As a first approach to a masonry-like material, an ideal "no-tension
body" has been suggested: it reacts elastically to arbitrary pressures but cannot bear
the slightest traction. This model has been the object of several investigations in
recent years (see, for example, [1], [2], [3], [5] and references therein); among these
Giaquinta and Giusti's work [3] is the one of more interest to us and has mainly
motivated the present research.

Here we focus our attention on one particular aspect of the theory which is purely
static: an equilibrated and purely compressive stress field may not necessarily exist
corresponding to arbitrarily given surface loads p and body forces b. In this note
we present explicit conditions for the compatibility of the boundary data. These
conditions are nonlocal, being given in terms of the resultant R and the moment
M of the loads on portions of the boundary and turn out to be directly verifiable;
actually they only involve the study of the sign of a given real-valued function of two
variables. Moreover, these conditions are sufficient for arbitrary plane bodies and
also necessary for convex ones, if one restricts to loads p different from zero at any
point of the boundary.

This result represents an extension of a similar one given in [3] (Sees. 7 and 8).
In [3] the authors, under the assumption specified below, prove the existence of

a weak solution of the boundary-value problem for a plane body Q composed of
normal elastic no-tension material (in the sense of Del Piero [2]). These assumptions
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are
a) p e L°°(dQ),
b) bel2(fi),
c) Q open, bounded and connected with Lipschitz boundary.

Moreover, they assume that
d) (p, b) is a "safe" load,

that is, there exists a stress field, equilibrated with p and b whose eigenvalues are
bounded away from zero by some negative constant.

In Sec. 8 of [3] Giaquinta and Giusti give explicit conditions on the load for (d)
to hold. Their result is obtained under the following hypotheses:

(i) Q convex and bounded,
(ii) dQ of class C1 ,

(iii) b = 0,
(iv) PeC'(3Q),
(v) p(x) / 0, Vx e dQ,

(vi) R/0,M^0 on dQ x dQ .
The conditions they give are sufficient for the existence of an equilibrated and purely
compressive stress field.

The conditions we present in this paper are proved under the sole hypotheses (iii),
(v), and

(i)* Q simply connected and bounded,
(ii)* dQ of class C2,
(iv)* pec2(afi),

and turn out to be also necessary under the further assumption (i). Notice that
assumption (vi) is no longer needed in the present paper; therefore, the resultant R
and the moment M are allowed to be zero on portions of the boundary, that is,
we include loads that are admissible but not safe. Covering the complete class of
admissible loads (safe and limit) would require dropping assumption (v).

The problem is mathematically formulated in Sec. 2. Section 3 contains the proof
of the Main Theorem stated in Sec. 2. Appendix I is devoted to some minor proofs.
The hypothesis (v) plays a crucial role throughout the proof; in Appendix II our result
is extended to some, more general, loading conditions.

2. Mathematical setup. Let f2 be the plane, bounded, and simply connected region
occupied by a two-dimensional no-tension body 38. We remark explicitly that Q
may be either convex or nonconvex. The boundary dQ of SI is supposed to be of
class C2; we represent dQ parametrically by x = x(s), s e [0, L) with L < oo,
and where s measures the arclength along dQ.

Let c> £2 be positively oriented in the direction of its unit tangent vector field
t(s) = we suppose the plane containing Q to be positively oriented in the
direction of the unit vector e defined by

e = n(s) x t(s),

n(s) being the outward unit normal along dQ.
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Fig. I.

In the absence of body forces, a stress field T over Q is said to be equilibrated
with the load p on if T satisfies the set of equations

V • T = 0, in Q,
T = Tt , in Q, (1)
T n = p, on dQ,

where p is given with the regularity p e C2(dQ). Our subsequent analysis is re-
stricted to the case p / 0 everywhere along dQ\ the more general case p = 0 on
some portions of dQ will be considered in Appendix II, for some special cases.

We shall refer to a tensor field T of class c'(£2), such that VT is meaningful
in the ordinary sense and which solves (1), as a classical solution.

Since 38 does not react to tensile loads, the following constraints on the invariants
of T need to be added to (1):

JtrT-0' (2)
I detT > 0.

We call T a statically admissible stress field (s.a.f.) for the load p if T is a
classical solution of (1) that satisfies (2).

Evidently a solution to (l)-(2) does not generally exist if p is arbitrarily given.
Indeed p has to be at least balanced, (1) being a traction problem. Moreover, because
of the constraint (2) on T, one should expect that further compatibility conditions
be imposed on the load p in order for a statically admissible stress field to exist.
The definition of these compatibility conditions is precisely the scope of the present
paper; to discuss them we need to introduce some definitions.

Let x, and x2 be any two points of dQ and let us denote by y(x,,.x2) the portion
of dQ connecting x. = x(s.) with x7 = x(^), following the positive direction along
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dQ. Let also
R(x,,x2)= [ p(x) (3)

,x2)

be the resultant of the surface tractions on y(x,, x2). Similarly let

M(x, , x2) = / p(x) x (x2 - x) (4)
y(x\ ,x2)

be the moment of p along y(xt, x2) with respect to x2. If Xj = x(0) and x, = x(s)
we shall write

R(s) = R(x(0), x(s)), M(*) = M(x(0),x(j)). (5)

We denote by r(x,, x2) the unit vector

r(Xj , x2) = e x <(x,, x2) (6)

with £ (Xj, x2) = |x2 - x,|_1(x2 - x,). Let also seg(xt, x2) be the set

seg(x,, x2) = {x e R21 x = x, + A(x2 - x,), k € (0, 1)},

and, setting = dQ x dQ, let us finally denote by the set

= {(x, ,x2)e/| seg(X[, x2) c Q}.

Throughout the present paper dQ (and consequently %?) is thought of as en-
dowed with the relative topology induced by R2 onto dQ .

If (Xj , x2) e , seg(x,, x,) is called a section of Q since Q is split by
seg(x,, x2) into two parts, 9s' and ; we identify c^0' as the region such that

d3°' = y(x,, x2)Useg(x,, x2).

We also define
r0 = {x e dQ | p(x) = 0}, r,EEdQ-r0.

Since p(x) is continuous on dQ, ro is closed and T, is open with respect to the
relative topology of dQ.

Proposition 1. Suppose that there exists a classical solution T to problem (l)-(2).
Then, for any (x,, x7) € , either

R(x, , x2) = M(x, , x2) = 0 (Al)

or

Moreover,

Let us now define

M(Xj , x7)-e < 0. (A2)

n(x)-p(x)<0, VxeTj. (A3)

MTX = {(x,, x2) e^|(Al) holds},
^ = {(x, ,x2)e/| (A2) holds}.

Since R and M are continuous over ^^ is closed while, if ^ ^ U ̂
is open with respect to the relative topology of .
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Remark 1. Using the classical formula M(x, , x2) = —M(x2, x,) + R(x,, x2) x
(x2 -x,), it is immediately verified that condition (A2), applied first to (x(, x2) and
then to (x2, x,), implies

R(x,, x2)-r(x,, x2) > 0, V(x,,x2)e^. (A2)'

Propositions (Al), (A2), and (A2)' have the following physical meaning: if a
s.a.f. T does exist, then the corresponding action of over 3°", if not equivalent
to zero, consists of a compressive resultant whose central axis intersects the section
seg(x,, x2). Finally, (A3) is an obvious consequence of (2).

The alternative (Al), (A2) was already shown by Del Piero [2] in a more general
context.

Although (Al), (A2), and (A3) are necessary to the existence and their sufficiency
seems very likely too, we are not able to prove it in full generality. We shall prove the
existence of a classical solution T to (l)-(2) by assuming that either (Al) or (A2)
be verified (for nonconvex bodies) on a larger set of arcs j>(x,, x2), that is, for every
(Xj, x2) G . Clearly this makes the set of admissible tractions smaller.

Main Theorem. Let p e C2(dCl) be given in such a way that

(i) ^ =
(ii) p(x)-n(x)<0, VxedQ,

(iii) for every (s°,s2) with s0{ ± s2 there exists fi{s\, s2) such that

-M[x(s,), x(s2)] • e > y?[(i, - s°{)2 + (s2 - s2 )2]

for every (5,, s2) G /, s x I2 s such that (x(Sj), x(s2)) e %?2, where li g =
(j° - S, s(° + S) and d is a positive number such that /j s fl

Then there exists a classical solution T to problem (l)-(2).
Throughout the sequel of the paper we shall need to have the problem written in

terms of the Airy function.
With respect to a given system of Cartesian coordinates (x{, x2), the Airy func-

tion's solution is defined through the equations

^ll=<^.22' ^12 = — 0,21 ' ^22 = 0,11' C)

where 4> t] is a shorthand for ddx §x .
Constraints (2) are equivalent to requiring that z = </>(x) be a concave function

on Q. Indeed, by substituting (7) in (2) we obtain the condition that the Hessian
matrix of <p be negative semidefinite in Q, and this is equivalent to the concavity
of the restriction of </> to each line segment in fl.

The boundary condition (1)3 transforms (see [4, p. 158] for details) into

0(x(s)) = /(*), (8)
V<f>(x(s))=y(s), (9)

where, recalling definitions (3), (4), and (5),

f{s) = M(s)-e,
df (10)\(s) = g(s)n(s) + — (j)t(j),
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with

g(s) = -R(s)-t(s),

fs(s) = R(s)-n(s).
The functions f(s), g(s), and \(s) are therefore completely specified by the bound-
ary data; moreover, it can easily be checked that

R(s) = v(s) x e; (11)

thus the vectors v and R are mutually orthogonal and have the same magnitude.
The problem of finding a statically admissible stress field T reduces to that of

finding a concave Airy function </> that satisfies the boundary conditions (8) and (9).
Notice that, for every (x, , x2) € ,

R(xi, x2) = R(s2) — R(s,) (12)

and
M(x,, x2) = M(52) -M(s,) - R.($,) x (x2 -x,) (13)

where x( = x(sj); using (11), (12), and (13) it can be immediately verified that (Al),
(A2), and (A2)', rewritten in terms of f(s) and v(j) take the form:

v(s,) = V(J2),

f(s2)-f(s,) = v(j,)-(x2 -x,) = v(j,)-*(x,, x2)|x, — x2|;
(Bl)

[f(s2)~f(sl)]|x2 - X11 ' < V(5lK(xl »x2); (B2)
[v(s2) -v(s,)H(x, , x2) < 0. (B2)'

3. Proof of the main theorem. The proof is long and is more easily readable if
presented by steps.

In Sec. 3.a we introduce, in a two-dimensional neighbourhood S' of , a local
coordinate system built in such a way that one family of coordinate lines is straight
and directed as the load p. In Sec. 3.b we define a stress field T which is uniaxial in

T

the direction of p and statically admissible in nfi (Lemma 1). One of the main
purposes of the subsequent analysis (Sees. 3.c and 3.d) is to show that the tractions

PT = —Tr • nr on <9(fi-^) = <9ftr (14)

are such that either (Al) or (A2) holds in = dQ.r x dQ.x. Here nT is the outward
(with respect to J^) unit normal to dQr.

In 3.c we show (Lemma 2) that, for a convenient choice of t, either (Al) or (A2)
holds in an open neighbourhood JKl of the "principal diagonal" diag^ of %?t,

diag^={(y,, y2) e ^ | y, =y2}. (15)

This neighbourhood has a counterimage .£(?) in obtained by "following" the
family of coordinate lines that are directed as p.
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In Sec. 3.d we investigate the function d(\l, x2) (see formula (23)) which mea-
sures the distance of the central axis of R from x2 along the direction of p(x2).
This function is defined over ; we prove that

inf d = d(t) > 0.

In particular, this allows us to choose a value r G (0, min{?, */(*)}) in such a way
that the resultant R(y,, y2) is always compressive and its central axis intersects
seg(y,, y2) or R(y,, y2) = 0. Thus either (Al) or (A2) holds on %*x - J?x. Re-
calling the result of Sec. 3.c and that Jtx C Jft, we get that %?x = %fu U .

In Sec. 3.e, by using the results of 3.c and 3.d, we show that there exists a concave
function 2 = y/x (x) in Qt that takes the value fx over <9Qr; the boundary values
fx, gx, and vT are those determined, via (10) and (11), by pT over <9Qr. This
concave function has a continuous extension onto through the concave Airy
function z = <pz(x) corresponding to Tr. The function

</>T(x), xeytnfi,

y/x (x), X G nx

turns out to be concave all over Q and to take the values / and v on 8Q; however,
2 = <f>(x) is not necessarily smooth enough in Q.x to represent, via (7), a classical
solution T to (l)-(2).

In Sec. 3.f, by following an argument due to Giaquinta and Giusti [3], we prove
that z = 4>(\) can be regularized in order to provide a representation of the required
solution.

3.a. The local coordinate system (£,, £2). Since OQ is compact and of class C
and p G C (dQ.), we can construct a coordinate patch in a neighbourhood of 9Q,
organized in such a way that one family of coordinate lines is straight and directed
as the load p at the boundary (see Figure 2 on p. 738). We define local coordinates
(<f., {,) of x e R2 "close" to dQ by

z = 0(x) =

x(t',Z2) = x(ZI) + {2v(Z1), {26[-t,t1, fl€lO,L),
k1 S,

(16)

where
v(s) = |P(X(^))I 'p(*(j))-

Since u points inward in Q (recall (ii) of the Main Theorem) we have

cosa(s) = v(s) • (-n(5)) > 0, V5G[0,L). (17)

In (16) r is a positive constant chosen in such a way that the coordinate system
never becomes singular. In this connection consider the limit

<9?(s) = lim^s, t),

where M(s, t) measures, up to the sign, the distance of x(s) from the point C*(i, t)
of intersection of the two straight lines directed as u(s) and i/(s +1) (see Fig. 2). If
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v(s + 8s)
v(s)

Fig. 2.

p € C2(dQ), then 31 {s) e C'([0, L)) and never vanishes on [0, L). The function
31 {s) is related to the "bending" of the field v(s) along dQ by the equation

du cosa(s)
di = ^ma(s)- (l8)

where a = e x v (see Appendix I).
Clearly min|0 L]\3l(s)\ = 31 > 0. From (34) and (36) in the Appendix, we

obtain the following necessary condition for the coordinate system (£' , £2) to be
well defined:

0 < t < ~3l. (19)
12 1In particular, this choice of r implies the positiveness of the ratio (31 )-£ )/&{£, ).

For any t satisfying (19) we define a neighbourhood ^ of 50 as follows:

S^ = {x = x(f', £2) | 0 < Zl < L, K2| < t} . (20)

Since dQ is compact and of class C', it satisfies a uniform sphere condition; that is,
at each point y e dQ there exist two open balls and B-, such that 5, n(R2 -Q) =
{y} , B,nn = {y} and the radii of the balls are uniformly bounded from below by
a positive constant fx . Evidently fi~] bounds the curvature of dQ.

1 2Then, if t is less than fi, the curves x = x(£ , ±t) are simple, of class C , and
represent the boundary of S?x. Therefore,

r < min{^, n}

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the coordinate system (£*, £2) to be well
defined.
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Let us finally set Qx = Q. - <9^, nr the outward (with respect to S"x) unit normal
along 9Qt , and ^ = dQr x dQr.

3.b. A statically admissible stress field in S?x n Q. Let us define over S?x the stress
field

T (£', <f) =  ,|P(x(f })l rv{?) ®!/({'). (21)
r («^(£ ) — £ )cosa(£ )

This stress field is compressive, uniaxial, verifies condition (1 )3 over dQ., and defines
Pr via (15).

Lemma 1. The restriction of Tr onto S?x n Q is equilibrated with the load p.
The proof of this Lemma is presented in Appendix I.
As a consequence of Lemma 1 Tr is statically admissible in S^x n £2.
3.c. The open neighbourhood Jft of diagJ^.

Lemma 2. If the hypotheses of the Main Theorem hold, then there exists a number
t > 0 and an open neighbourhood J!t of diag^ such that

where denotes the subset of that verifies (A/), with i = 1,2.
Proof. Let us consider the following neighbourhood of d£l:

19 = {xeR2 I dist(x, da) < 6),

where 6 is a positive number. Since S?x with t, < min{^, p) is an open neigh-
bourhood of d£2, there exists a number / > 0 such that

X3,C^T|. (22)

In the sequel of the proof t is thought of as an arbitrarily fixed number for which
(22) is satisfied. Consider now y e <5^; then, by definition (16),

y = x + au ,

with x e dQ and \a\ < t. Then we have

dist(y, dQ) < t.

Let us also consider the following subset of :

^(t) = {(x,, X2) e I |x, - x2| < t};

to this set corresponds, via (16), the set

■*t = {(Yi. y2) e | y, = x; + w{, i= 1,2 and (x,, x2) e J?(0},

where vi = i/(s;).
The open ball ^,(z) with center in z = ^(y, + y2), where (y,, y2) 6 J(t, and

radius p = ^y, - y2| is contained in I3( and therefore in . Indeed, for every
ze?p(z) we have

|z — X. I < |z — z| + \1 — X. I
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and since

|z — z| < |y2 — y, 1/2 < 3//2,
|z — Xj| < |(y, — y,)/2 — x,| < (|y2 -x2| + |x2 -x,| + |y, -x,|)/2 < 3t/2,

then
dist(z, <9Q) < \z - x, | < — + — = 3/.31 3/

2 + 2
In view of (22), we have proved the inclusion ^ (t) C ^ . Consider the restriction
Tt of Tt to ^,(z); since Tr is a s.a.f. then, from Proposition 1, either (Al) or (A2)
holds for every (, z2) e <9^(z) x dWp(z) and hence for (y,, y2) 6 . □

3.d. The function d(\{, x2) over - ^(t). Let us denote by
A(~ \  -M(x, , x2) -e

|R(x, , x2)-ff(x2)|

where a is defined through the relation a(s) = a ox(j). We want to investigate the
behavior of d(x{, x2) over ^ - Jt(f). First of all notice that the hypothesis (ii)
of the Main Theorem implies

>,=0, (24)
V(x,, x2) e (x2) n : (x,, x) $ ^ Wx e J"(x2) - {x2}. (25)

_ _ 0 0Indeed, for (x,, x2) G , (x; = x(s(.)) let % C ( be an open neighbourhood of
(x,, x2). For every pair (x,, x.,) e % we have

R(x, , x2) = M(x,, x2) = 0.

Because of definition (3) we have

R(x(?2 - h), x(s2 + h)) = R(x,, x(s2 + h)) - R(x,, x(s2 - h));
since both terms on the right-hand side vanish for every h , we would get

= R (x(s2-h),x(s2 + h))
Pl2> A™ 2 h

which is a contradiction with T0 = 0 . Consequently = d^ and, if ,

We get exactly the same contradiction if we assume the existence of an open
neighbourhood S (x2) n dQ. of x2 such that

R(x,, x2) = M(x, , x2) = 0

for every x2 e J2"(x2) fl d£l.
Clearly d turns out to be an indeterminate form of type jj if (x, , x,) e d^2.

We want to show that d can be extended, in the sense specified by Lemma 4, to all
of fl*2 - J[{f), remaining strictly positive.

O

It should be noticed that Rer may be zero when (xpx2) e However, in
O

this case M(x,, x,) - e < 0 and therefore d may become unbounded in 2. This
circumstance does not matter within our discussion since we are interested only in
the minimum value d of d in 2 - Jf{t), which is actually positive (Lemma 4).
As a preliminary step to this purpose we need to prove the following.
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Lemma 3. Let (x,, x2) £ - diag%?). If the hypotheses of the main theorem
hold, then we have

v{s2) x (x2 - x,) = 0. (26)

Proof. As we have seen before if ^ . Given (x,, x2) e d%*2 ,
because of (25), we can find two points x. , x" such that (x,, x), (x,, x") € %?2 and

•n/ "\ / "\ r\ K " / —"\-R(x, , x )-r(x, , x ) < 0 Vx ey(x2,x),

By definition (3)

kl 5 ^ / *VA1 5 A ^ v VJV ^ / \A2

-R(x,, x') • r(Xj, x') < 0 Vx' e y(x , x2).

R(x,, x") = R(x2, x"),

R(x. , x) = R(x2, x').

Therefore, we can also write

-R(x,, x") • r(x,, x") < 0 Vx" e y(x2, x"),

-R(x2 , x') • r(x,, x') < 0 Vx' 6 y(x , x2).

Dividing the last inequalities by |x" - x-,| and |x' — x2|, respectively, and passing to
the limit for x , x" —► x2, we get at the same time

p(x,)-r(x,, x2) < 0,
-p(x2)-r(x,, x2) < 0.

Since p(x2) /0 we obtain i/(s2) -r(x,, x2) = 0, which is equivalent to (24). □
Let us put

D(s,, s2) = d(x(st), x(s2)), 3 = [0, L) x [0, L),
2)i = {(s, ,s2)e3\ (x, ,x2)e^}.

Because of (i) of the Main Theorem and of the injectivity of x = x(s) onto d£l we
have that

3 = 3x U 3! 2.
We think of 3 as endowed with the topology induced from that of via x = x(s).
Recalling what we said above about the function d, it is clear that the function D

O
is defined in 32. Moreover, since x = 0 and d^ = d^ ^, we also have
3 , = 0 and d32 = 83x = 3{ . Finally, let S?(t) denote the counterimage of

via x = x(s).

Lemma 4. If the hypotheses of the Main Theorem hold, then for every point (s?, s2)
e (3t - diag^)

In particular, d{t) = inf^_g,(()(D) > 0.

D (ipi2°)= minlim D(s{, s2) > 0.
(5,
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Proof. To simplify notation we write

S — (5j , 52) ,

W = (wx, w2) = S - S0,
H(S) = -M[x(s,), x(s2)]-e,
K{S) = R[x(s,), x(j2)]-<t(52),

r(s,, s2) = r[x(s,), x(s2)],

f(s,, s2) = £[x(s,),x(s2)].

If S0 e (3>\ - diag^), Z)(S0) turns out to be an indeterminate form $ . However,
we can apply Taylor's formula to both the numerator H(S) and the denominator
K{S) of d using just S0 as an initial point.

To justify the use of Taylor's formula to the functions H and K we observe that
since p and <9Q are of class C2, both R[x(j,), x(s7)] and M[x(5,), x(5,)] are of
class C~ on 2!; this can easily be checked by using (3) and (4). Therefore, H(S)
is of class C2; as far as K(S) is concerned, we shall prove (formula (31) in the
Appendix) that du/ds = Xa where A(s) = (cosa(j))/«^(5); recalling that a = e x v
we easily obtain that

da .TJ = -kv-
Therefore, recalling our hypotheses on the regularity of dQ. and p, the function X
is of class C1 and, consequently, a is of class C2. This allows us to conclude that
K(S) is also of class C~.

The Taylor formula for H{S) up to the second order is

H(S) = H(S0) + W • VH(S0) + duH(So)w,Wj + o(|W|2) (27)
> J

and similarly for AT(S).
By recalling formula (4) we get

d\ H{S) = p[x(j,)] x [x(s2) - x(j, )] • e,

fl2ff(S) = [R(i1)-R(i2)]xt(j2).e.

Because of Lemma 3, hypothesis (Al) and formula (13), we have

VH( So) = 0.
Similarly we get

d{K(S) = -p(x(s,)) • [e x i/(s2)],

d2^(S) = [R(j2) - R(5,)]• (e x £-v(s2)

Thus, as before
V^(S0) = 0.
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From (23) we have

= E^(s0K^ + o(|W|2)
|E^(S0K%+o(|W|2)|-

Since D is strictly positive and smooth in 3>2 we have

minlimZ)(S) > 0.
s—»s0

Let (Sfl) be a sequence converging to S0 and such that

lim D(Sn) = minlimD(S) ee DJS0).
n—> oo " S—>S0

We want to show that Z)m(S0) > 0. First of all notice that

^ ^dijH(S0)wniwn
lim D{S ) = lim J  

ij \ QJ ni nj <

Moreover, the two matrices with entries dljH(S0) and |<9;; Af(S0)|, respectively, are
both symmetric; recalling the hypothesis (iii) of the Main Theorem, we have

Moreover,
|£a,,x(So)V,,J|<,J(S0)iw„|

where ^(S0) = max{2|<9-X(S0)| | i, j = 1, 2} < oo. Therefore,

.2

Consequently Dm(S0) is strictly positive on all of 3>2 Since t) is open,
also %?{t) is open, and therefore 32 - f(t) is a compact set. This implies that

_inf D(S) = _ inf </(S) = d{t) > 0

and Lemma 4 is thus completely proved. □
We are now ready to show that a value t = r., can always be chosen in such a way

that either (Al) or (A2) is satisfied by (y, , y2) e ^, that is, %fx = U . If we
choose

t = t2< min{7, d(t)} ,

either (yj, y2) e J?x c JKt—and in that case Lemma 2 applies—or (y, ,y2) € <8? -
. If the latter case occurs, notice first that since Tr is uniaxial in the direction

of the load, no tractions are transmitted across the segments x(s) + A(y(s) - x(s)),
1 e [0, 1 ], that is (see the Appendix) TA • a = 0. Therefore,

R(x,, x2) = R(y,, y2) and M(x,, x2) = M(y,, y2) + Rfy, y2) x (x2 - y2),

for every (Xj, x2) e , where x; = x(s;) and y(- = y(s;) = x(si) + tv{sj). Thus

(x, , X2) € ^ & (y,, y2) € %"Xx.
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-£(X)

Fig. 3.

Moreover, if (x,, x,) e %?■, we have

-t( v ~(M(y, , y2) • e + R(y, , y,) x (x, - y2) • e)
U- |R(y,, y2)-a-(y2)|

since <r(x,) = <r(y2). Thus, were

g(„ K(yl.y2)x(»2-y;)-e Q
' |R(y,,y2)-*(y2)l '

we would get (y,, y,) G \z. To prove this notice that since

R(y,,y2) x (x2-y2)-e _ ^r_R(y,,y2)-<*(y2)
|R(y,, y2)-*(y2)l lR(yi > y2)-*(y2)l

then
d{t) ± t < -M(y,, y2)-e

|R(y,, y2) • o-(y2)l'
and because x < d{t), the right-hand side of the last inequality is always positive
also when R • a > 0.

3.e. Construction of a concave function z = over Q. Let V be the closure
in R3 of the convex hull of the graph 1?~ of fT(s) (recall the definition of f(s) in
Sec. 2 and that of fx in Sec. 3):

V = co{(y, z) | y(s) G dQr, z = fT(s), i€[0,L)}.

For x G co £2r arbitrarily fixed, consider the set

X(x) = {z e R | x + ze e V},
and define

^T+(x) = supZ(x), y/~ (x) = inf I(x),
z€R z€R

so that the following sets

(<9V)+ = {(*, z) | x G coQr, z = ^T+(x)},

(<9V)~ = {(x, z) | x G coQr, z = yT_(x)}

are, respectively, the graphs of the upper and lower parts of d\.
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Proposition 2. Under the hypotheses of the Main Theorem, we have & c (dV)+ .
Proof. Let (y, z) = X' € be arbitrarily fixed and X = (y, z) e V.
We recall that

V={XeR3 |X = Y0 + a(Y, -Y0) + y?(Y2-Y0)
with Y0 , Y, , Y2 e SF, a, > 0, and a + /? < 1} .

Since X' and Y( belong to & they can be expressed in the form

X' = (y(s'), fT(s')), Y, = (y(S;), fr(Si)) (i = l,2),

and, because of (Bl) and (B2), we have

(i) \Gs') • (y(s0) - y(5')) ^ /t(5o) - /r(5') '
(») ▼T(^') - (y(-Si) — y(j')) > fM) -fx(s'),

(iii) vT(s') • (y(j2) - y(s')) > fr{s2) - fT{s').
Since a, /? > 0 we could combine (i), (ii), (iii) the following way:

(i) + a((ii)-(i)) + /?((iii)-(i)).

This would lead to

▼t(j) • l(y(V - y(5')) + «(y(si) - y(so)) + ^(y(s2) - y(so))i
> ~fT(s') + fT(s0) + a(fx(s{) - fT(s0)) + p(fT(s2) - fr(s0)),

that is,
vT • (y - y) > 2 - z .

Therefore, if y = y' it follows that z > z, that is, X' e 3V+ . □
Observe that, if X e 9V+ , the last inequality can be rewritten in the form

v(y- y') + fx ̂  Vi ■ (28)
Remark 2. The proof of Proposition 2 is manifestly simplified by the use of the

gradient \r(s) instead of the normal derivative of gT(s). This justifies, a posteriori,
the choice we made by writing the boundary conditions in the form (9) and (10).

Let us now define the following surface over Q:

0T(x) if x € J? ,
(x) ifxGQ-^T,

z = 0T(x) being the Airy function corresponding to Tt over
Proposition 2 implies = fx > that is, the continuity of z = </>(x) on <9Qr.

Moreover, not only the functions z = </>r(x) and z = y/x{\) are concave in their
domains of definition, but also z = </>(x) is concave over Q. Indeed, since the
Hessian matrix of <j>T is negative semidefinite, if x G y, y 6 llt, and (1 - A)x+Ay e

for X e [0, A0], (1 - A)x + Ay 6 £2T for A e [A0, 1 ], then
o , Ox />0 . i / \

▼t-(*-y ) + /T > <MX)>

Z = </>(x) =
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Fig. 4.

whilst, from (28)

V(y-y°) + /f > vr+(y)-
Combining these two inequalities and putting <f>° = one easily obtains

/>(l-AV(x)+/0(y).
Since </>T and ^ are (locally) concave in their domains then

(t>

<t>

A0 - A A o
 n—X+ -jry

A0 A0

1 - A o A - A0 '
1 -A°y + 1 -A°y

>^L_i</,(x) + f/, A e [0, A0],
A

1 — A o A-A° o ,,> ~—~q4> + —j-0(y) j A e [A , 1];
1 — A A

therefore,

A0 - A A o"
„ -x + -rry

A0 A0

1 - A o A - A0 '
7^I°y + T^I°y

> A[(1_aV(x) + aV(y)], A e [0, A0],
A A0

> il(l -AV(x) + AO0(y)] + ̂ f0(y), A e [A°, 1 ].
1 — A 0

These two inequalities, after some algebra, reduce to the form

</>[( 1 - A)x + Ay] > (1 - A)</>(x) +A</>(y), A e [0, 1],
However, z e $(x) need not be smooth.

3.f. Regularization of z — (j>(x). The function z = 0(x) verifies the boundary
conditions (8) and (9) on dQ. However, since it is C3 on but only locally
Lipschitz continuous over Q we need to apply some smoothing argument.

To simplify notation let us set

w(u) = dist(u, dQ), uefi,
and, for an arbitrary e e (0, 1), let us put

IT,£ = {u | u = y- A«(y)Vco, Ae(e, 1), yedQJ.
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Let now /(x) be a nonnegative symmetric mollifier and B the unit ball centered
2 ~at the origin in R~. Then let us consider the convolution of 0 with * on B, i.e.,

<t>(x) = f x(x')(/>(x +ex'/>(*))rfx', X£fl, (29)
J B

where p is a smooth function such that

0 < pix) < (o{x), xeQ.,
p(x) = co(x), in Lr c.

The function </» is smooth in Xr £. This follows directly from (29) whereas, in
Qr £ = Q-Iz e, it is a consequence of the following alternative form of (29):

m = 7hL.
~ 2 —

To show that (f> is concave on Q, suppose first that <f> e C (Q). Then we have

',ij = fBX(x){j>,hk(x-epx')(Sik + ex'kp i)(djh+ex'hp j)

+ 4> h(x + epx')ex'hpjj}dx .
~ ~ 2

Since (p is concave, we have <(> tJC,C7 < 0 for arbitrary £ = ((,, (2) € R ; therefore,

f l7(x)Cff; < [ x(x'){£ sup |D0| sup |D2/?| |C|2} < eAf. (30)
«/ B

Since e > 0 is sufficiently small but otherwise arbitrary, we conclude that

4>,uWj<o.
If (f> were not C2, we could approximate <f> by smooth concave functions (j>k . For
a well-known property of mollifiers, the corresponding functions 4>k satisfy (30) and
converge to &. This completes the proof of the main theorem.

Appendix I. Proof of (18) and of Lemma 1.
Proof of (18). Since v is a unit vector we have v -du/ds = 0, and therefore

(31)as
with a =exi/; k measures the "bending" of v along dQ.. We want to determine X
in terms of 31 (s) (see Sec. 3.a for the definition of 31; see also Fig. 2): by choosing
3?v as the position vector for the points of <9Q we have

d{3t v)
ds

then

= t;

dv d3l d3Z
t = 31 -r- + v—r- = X3lo + V-j- .as ds ds

Taking the scalar product first by n and then by v , we obtain

0 = X3?{p-n) + -n), tu — ^
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and, since (recall (17)) v • n = - cos a and a ■ n = t- v = sin a, we finally get
_ cos a* =—. □

Proof of Lemma 1. The natural basis vectors with respect to the curvilinear system
(£', £2), defined through (16), are

f a, = f = t(j) + ed±{s) = t(5) + (s),

1«2 = &="W,
from which the contravariant components of the metric tensor g are easily computed.

»2
I Tlipn nntipp tl

9\)

a, -a, = sina; (33)

on the other hand, we have

gn = a,a2 = |a,| |a2|sind, (34),
2

. .2 . 2 COS a „ b2x2gu = Iai| =8in q + —) , (34)2

g22 = |a2|2 = 1; (34)3

To this purpose let d(<^', £2) be the angle between a, and its dual correspondent
a"; of course, d(^' , 0) = a(s) = a(^,). Then notice that (32) yields

(33) and (34) imply

tand(£', £2) = (tana(g')) ■ (35)
^ vC ) c

By differentiating (35) we have

da sin2 d
dg2 ^tana"

The components of the metric tensor are therefore expressed in terms of a and a
by ■ '

Sin ft cin ^

(36)(S,,) sin" «
sin a 1

To prove Lemma 1 we need to verify that the stress field Tr given by (21) is statically
admissible, that is, satisfies (1) and (2).

Using the local coordinates defined by (17), condition (1), can be rewritten as

r r '1 + t]\ = o,
2 22 (37)I Tlf + Tl2 =0,

1 2where "/" means the covariant derivative with respect to (£ , £ ).
The Christoffel symbols we need to make (36) explicit are easily computed: we

have
( T

22 _ 1 22r1 = r2 = o1 77 1 77 u ?

r1 — i1 12 -
(38)
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Inserting the stress field (21) Tr into (37) we get

r;?r;2 = o,
t'22 + t\2t;2+ 2Y222t'2 = o,

which, because of (38), turn out to be identically verified.
As far as the boundary condition is concerned, we have

T -n = —p(s)(i/-n)—— = p. □
1 cos a

Appendix II. The case of a partially unloaded boundary. In the proof of the Main
Theorem the hypothesis (ii) implies ro = 0 and plays a crucial role. However, let us
notice that since we allow R(x,, x2) = M(x, , x-,) = 0 over a section seg(x,, x7) of
Q, the existence of a s.a.f. T over Q trivially guarantees the existence of two s.a.f.'s
T, and T? over the two parts 3s' and 3°" of £2 lying on each side of seg(x,, x2).
Obviously p vanishes over seg(x,, x2), which is a portion of the boundary of both
9°' and 3?" (see Fig. 5). Let us notice that, in general, p is not even C1 on the
boundary of the body and the boundary itself is not C1 .

Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6.

Consider now the case shown in Fig. 6: the boundary of the body is not C1 as
before, but p is now a C1 field over this boundary, since it goes to zero at the
endpoints, x, and x2, of the straight portion of the boundary. Let us also assume
that seg(x,, x2) is the limit element of a congruence of unloaded segments and let
seg(x,n, xln) be a sequence selected from this congruence. For any finite n , consider
the two parts &n, and & <, shown in Fig. 6; because of the previous consideration
we have a s.a.f. Tn, over &>n,. The tensor field (21) provides a s.a.f. Tn#< over the
entire strip 2Pnu .

The field
T — [ T«'' xe^'>

iV,
is continuous and provides a s.a.f. over the region D. occupied by the body.

Other cases—like, for example, that shown in Fig. 7, where (x,, x2) e ,
seg(x, , x2) is unloaded and p goes smoothly to zero at the endpoints along d
while 83?" is unloaded—seem to require more sophisticated techniques and a deeper
understanding. We are actually unable to show the existence of a solution in this case.

At least in the first two cases discussed above we can say that the existence of a
s.a.f. T is guaranteed whenever %f. C . In particular, if Q is strictly convex, that

in
is, the curvature of dQ. is uniformly bounded from below by a positive constant,

and therefore the sole hypotheses (i) and (ii) of the Main Theorem become
in

necessary and sufficient to the existence of a s.a.f. on Q regardless of whether p = 0
or not on portions of dQ.
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Fig. 7.
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